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Address Daelim Corporation 
11FL. Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
45 4ga Namdaemunro  
Seoul, 100-743 
Jung-Gu

Country South Korea

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
PLAVIS a super engineering plastic. PLAVIS polyimide has a unique chemical structure with some of the highest properties available. The nitrogen
bonded to 3 carbons is the critical part of the chain and imparts the plastic with remarkable features and benefits. DAELIM makes PLAVIS raw material
all the way to the molded parts, plates, and rods. The PLAVIS isostatic molded rods have uniform properties in all directions. 

Wafer Processing : Spin Chuck Surface, Wafer Clamping Ring Insulators, Vacuum Pads, Bearings, Centering Pins.
Wafer Handling : Wafer Guides, Vacuum Pickup Strips, Tips Wafer Carriers, Probe Check Insulators, Solder Dip Fixtures.
IC Handling and Testing : Die-Pickup Collets, Test Sites and Holders, Insulators and Wear Strips.
Electronics : Hot CRT Glass BulbnConveying Tips/Pads/Rollers, Transducer Insulators, Thrust Bearings of Stainless Armature Shafts in VTR,
Micro-Switch Insulators

Company Profile of Daelim Corporation

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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